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December 01, 2017

Closing of Yuzhno-Russkoye deal delivers the
last milestone of Uniper’s action plan
Key transaction parameters

Valuation and financials

Company participations divested

Cash impact

 OJSC Severneftegazprom (SNGP) - Uniper economic interest 25%

 Net cash proceeds: €1,719m:

 JSC Gazprom YRGM Development also referred to as Trader –
Uniper economic interest 99.999%

 €1,749m purchase price as of the effective date of the
transaction (January 01, 2017)

Divestment rationale for Uniper

 plus cash on balance as of the effective date

 Sale of primarily financial asset with limited impact on gas
midstream operations of the Uniper Group
 Attractive valuation crystalized implying ~10x EV multiple based on
expected 2017 EBITDA
 Targeted disposal volume achieved, deleveraging completed

 minus dividends received between the effective date and
closing
Earnings impact
 11 months 2017 EBIT of ~€130m to be accounted with Uniper

Buyer

 Dissolution of accumulated FX effect in OCI via P&L (negative
~€0.9bn P&L effect)

 OMV Exploration & Production GmbH

Financial / Rating impact

 Subsidiary of OMV Aktiengesellschaft
(an international, integrated oil and gas company)

 Economic net debt improvement by €1.7bn (incl. dividend
received by €1.8bn)

Accounting treatment during 2017

 Debt factor target of “comfortably below 2.0x” achieved

 Presented as disposal group since end of Q1 2017
 Trader company (YRGM) fully considered within Uniper’s net
income and KPIs until closing
 At equity consolidation of asset company (SNGP) frozen since end
of Q1 2017; received dividends considered

 Significantly improved financial profile fulfills conditions for rating
improvement from S&P (Scope‘s BBB+ rating already factored in
the closing of the transaction)
 Timing of ratings upgrade uncertain: S&P announced to want
clarity on whether Fortum offer will lead to a negative impact on
Uniper’s credit profile, via Fortum influence on financial policy
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Disclaimer

This document and the presentation to which it relates contains information relating to Uniper SE, ("Uniper" or the "Company") that must not be relied upon for any purpose and may not be redistributed,
reproduced, published, or passed on to any other person or used in whole or in part for any other purposes. By accessing this document you agree to abide by the limitations set out in this document.
This document is being presented solely for informational purposes and should not be treated as giving investment advice. It is not, and is not intended to be, a prospectus, is not, and should not be
construed as, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, and should not be used as the sole basis of any analysis or other evaluation and investors should not subscribe for or
purchase any shares or other securities in the Company on the basis of or in reliance on the information in this document.
Certain information in this presentation is based on management estimates. Such estimates have been made in good faith and represent the current beliefs of applicable members of management of
Uniper. Those management members believe that such estimates are founded on reasonable grounds. However, by their nature, estimates may not be correct or complete. Accordingly, no
representation or warranty (express or implied) is given that such estimates are correct or complete.
We advise you that some of the information presented herein is based on statements by third parties, and that no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be
placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of this information or any other information or opinions contained herein, for any purpose whatsoever. Certain statements contained herein
may be statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on the Company’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties
that may cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. No one undertakes to publicly update or revise any such forward-looking
statement. Neither Uniper nor any of their respective officers, employees or affiliates nor any other person shall assume or accept any responsibility, obligation or liability whatsoever (in negligence or
otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or the statements contained herein as to unverified third person statements, any statements of future expectations and other
forward-looking statements, or the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of statements contained herein.
In giving this presentation, neither Uniper nor its respective agents undertake any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this presentation or any
information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information.
This presentation is not intended to provide the basis for any evaluation of any securities and should not be considered as a recommendation that any person should subscribe for or purchase any shares
or other securities.
This presentation contains certain financial measures (including forward-looking measures) that are not calculated in accordance with IFRS and are therefore considered as "Non-IFRS financial
measures". The management of Uniper believes that the Non-IFRS financial measures used by Uniper, when considered in conjunction with (but not in lieu of) other measures that are computed in
accordance with IFRS, enhance an understanding of Uniper's results of operations, financial position or cash flows. A number of these Non-IFRS financial measures are also commonly used by securities
analysts, credit rating agencies and investors to evaluate and compare the periodic and future operating performance and value of Uniper and other companies with which Uniper competes. These NonIFRS financial measures should not be considered in isolation as a measure of Uniper's profitability or liquidity, and should be considered in addition to, rather than as a substitute for, net income and the
other income or cash flow data prepared in accordance with IFRS. In particular, there are material limitations associated with our use of Non-IFRS financial measures, including the limitations inherent in
our determination of each of the relevant adjustments. The Non-IFRS financial measures used by Uniper may differ from, and not be comparable to, similarly-titled measures used by other companies.
Certain numerical data, financial information and market data (including percentages) in this presentation have been rounded according to established commercial standards. As a result, the aggregate
amounts (sum totals or interim totals or differences or if numbers are put in relation) in this presentation may not correspond in all cases to the amounts contained in the underlying (unrounded) figures
appearing in the consolidated financial statements. Furthermore, in tables and charts, these rounded figures may not add up exactly to the totals contained in the respective tables and charts.
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